Partners in Science
Meet and Greet

The MJ Murdock Charitable Trust and the University of Oregon invite high school science teachers and university researchers to attend an information session over drinks and appetizers. Learn about opportunities for **grant-funded collaboration** that influences scientific research at all levels.

**OCTOBER 15, 2020**
4:00-5:00 PM
Via Zoom
Please RSVP [HERE](https://www.example.com)
for high school science teachers
and university researchers
For questions contact
Julia@uoregon.edu

The MJ Murdock Charitable Trust makes **$19,000 grants** for high school science teachers to do research in university labs for two summers. The program’s vision is to give teachers an **authentic research experience** doing **innovative science** in a lab to ultimately influence classroom practices—helping to facilitate more hands-on research to inspire **learning** and spark **innovation**.